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Out of time AGFS and LGFS claims 
 
November 2012 
 
Note: this guidance was first published on 3 August 2012 as part of the 3rd issue of the 
Advocates’ Bulletin and was concerned with the out of time submission of AGFS claims. The 
guidance has been revised, following Costs Judge decisions in a number of LGFS cases, to 
further address the issue of out of time claims where “good reason” and/or “exceptional 
circumstances” have been claimed, and is applicable to all AGFS and LGFS claims. 
 
 
1. Out of Time Claims and Crown Court Means Testing  
 
1.1 Article 5(3) and Article 6(3) of The Criminal Defence Service (Funding) 

Order 2007 (The Funding Order) states that claims by advocates and 
litigators in respect of work done under a representation order : 

 
“must not be entertained unless he submits it within three months of 
the conclusion of the proceedings to which it relates.” 

 
1.2 The LSC’s starting point when a claim is received more than three months 

after the end of the proceedings is that it must be rejected. 
 

1.3 For LGFS claims, “the conclusion of the proceedings” is the date on which 
the defendant was acquitted or sentenced. If, following sentence, the 
defendant is subject to proceedings under the Proceeds of Crime Act 
2002, the LSC treats these as separate proceedings. This approach has 
been confirmed as an accurate interpretation of the Funding Order by the 
Costs Judge (R v Turnbull).  
 

1.4 For AGFS claims, “the conclusion of the proceedings” is either the date on 
which the defendant was acquitted / sentenced or the date on which 
confiscation proceedings are concluded. The reason for treating the two 
payment schemes differently is because, for AGFS claims, the 
confiscation proceedings may form part of the claim for the main hearing 
and submitted on the same AF1 claim form. Litigators’ confiscation claims 
do not form any part of the LGFS claim and are assessed and paid ex post 
facto by the National Taxing Team (NTT).  

 
1.5 There are apparently conflicting authorities as to whether the time taken, 

following conviction, to obtain and provide advice on an appeal should be 
taken into account when determining when proceedings conclude i.e. 
should the end of proceedings be the date on which advice was provided? 
 

1.6 The LSC is seeking clarification on this point but, until that is provided, 
proposes to use the date of sentence or acquittal as the conclusion of 
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proceedings. If advocates or litigators believe that, as a result of obtaining 
or providing advice on appeal, they risk not meeting the three month 
deadline they should contact the LSC to ask for an extension. If the 
position is clarified in a subsequent Costs Judge decision the LSC may 
need to revise its guidance and put in place the necessary validation and 
evidential requirements in order to determine that a claim was submitted 
within three months of advice on appeal being provided. 

 
1.7 Article 32(1) of the Funding Order allows for the three month deadline to 

be extended “for good reason”.  Article 32(2) goes onto say that where the 
representative fails, without good reason, to comply with the time limit, 
then the Commission may, in exceptional circumstances, extend the 
time limit and must consider whether it is reasonable in the circumstances 
to reduce the fees payable. 

 
1.8 Since the introduction of Crown Courts Means Testing (CCMT) in 2010, 

the LSC has adopted a robust approach to the three month time limit. This 
is because of the potential impact late claims can have on the defendant, 
the LSC and the taxpayer. 

 
1.9 There are two types of contribution that defendants in the Crown Court 

may have to make - either from income and/or capital. They may have to 
pay all, some or none of their defence costs, depending on what the 
means test decides they can afford from their income and capital assets. 
If a defendant has to make contributions from income, this will be for a 
maximum of 6 months and will begin once their case has been sent to the 
Crown Court. At the end of the case, defendants who are found not guilty 
will get all their money back with interest at a rate of 2%.  

1.10 Where defendants are found guilty or plead guilty, the LSC will review the 
amounts paid in contributions against the final defence costs. The final 
defence costs are calculated by adding together the litigator’s and 
advocates’ fees. Defendants may be refunded contributions if there has 
been an overpayment, or they may have to pay additional sums towards 
their defence costs from capital if they have assets of £30,000 or more. 
Delays in the submission of claims under the LGFS or AGFS can cause 
issues for the defendant, the LSC and the taxpayer. For example,   
 
• Refunding overpayments can be delayed, causing financial issues and 

stress for the defendant and their family.  
• Delays can allow defendants to reorganise their finances to prevent the 

LSC from reclaiming any additional costs beyond those already paid.  
Collecting contributions in these circumstances can be complex and time 
consuming. 

• Uncollected contributions and the administrative cost of chasing these 
contributions are ultimately borne by the tax payer. 
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2. “Good reason” 

2.1 The Funding Order does not define “good reason” but appeals to Costs 
Judges have consistently held that administrative errors within a solicitor’s 
firm, chambers or an advocate’s office are unlikely to be considered “good 
reason” for late submission. Bereavement due to the death of a close 
family member or a practitioner’s serious illness, burglary, floods leading to 
a loss of records are all likely to be considered to be “good reason.” 

 
2.2 When the LSC first started processing AGFS claims in February 2011, we 

recognised that there could be a delay in advocates getting hold of the 
additional evidence that we asked to be sent in with the claim, e.g. a copy 
of the original representation order, PPE information etc.  Given this, in 
situations where an advocate could demonstrate that they had tried on 
several occasions to gather this information, we would accept this as 
“good reason” to extend the time limit. 

 
2.3 We have been processing claims for 20 months now, and expect an 

advocate to ensure that all of the relevant evidence is in place well before 
the time comes to submit a claim.  
  

2.4 Costs Judges have recently confirmed that late submission due to the 
need to obtain page count from the prosecution (R v Fletcher) does not 
constitute “good reason”. 

 
3. Requesting an extension to the time limit 
 
3.1 If, under either the LGFS or AGFS, you think that you are unlikely to be 

able to submit your claim within time, please e-mail the appropriate 
Graduated Fee Team to seek an extension of time as soon as possible 
before the deadline expires setting out the grounds to justify your request. 
Advocates who are requesting an extension on the basis that they cannot 
obtain documents from the instructing solicitor will be asked to provide 
details of the firm that is refusing to provide documents so that they can be 
passed on, if necessary, to the relevant Contract Manager. 

 
4. “Exceptional Circumstances” 
 
4.1 Where there is no “good reason” for a claim being submitted after the time 

limit the LSC will only consider assessing it in “exceptional circumstances”. 
. Where there are “exceptional circumstances” the LSC must consider 
whether it is reasonable to impose a financial penalty. As with “good 
reason” the Funding Order does not define “exceptional circumstances” 
nor does it set out a framework for the imposition of financial penalties. 
Under “exceptional circumstances” appeals have held that the 
disallowance of the entirety of a claim could constitute a disproportionate 
sanction, and accordingly, an exceptional circumstance. 
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4.2 The Costs Judge, in assessing four linked appeals, on 10 August 2012 
provided general observations on the issue of “exceptional 
circumstances”, financial penalties and the approach the LSC takes to 
assessing out of time claims in contrast to the approach previously 
adopted by the NTT when they assessed ex post facto claims before the 
introduction of the LGFS. 

 
4.3 The Costs Judge noted that, prior to 2007, the NTT did not enforce the 

time limits for submitting claims “either vigorously or consistently” but, in 
January 2007, published guidance: 

 
with a view to applying consistent criteria to the time limits set out under the 
Funding Order 2001.  Claims submitted less than three months out of time (viz 
within six months of conclusion) would suffer no penalty.  Outside that time scale, 
the NTT would refuse to determine claims unless there was good reason or there 
were exceptional circumstances for the delay.  Where a good reason was 
advanced, it was unlikely that there would be a penalty.  Where exceptional 
circumstances existed, there was a tariff: for claims submitted over three months 
but less than six months out of time there was a 10% penalty, between six 
months and twelve months, a 15% penalty, and over twelve months out of time, a 
20% penalty.  It follows that many appeals which have come before Costs 
Judges over the past five years arising out of delays in requesting determination 
of ex post facto claims have been resolved on the basis of this criteria.  

 
4.4 The Costs Judge, however, recognised that the introduction of both the 

LGFS and CCMT justify a different approach to assessment of late claims 
to that which had been adopted by the NTT in 2007, noting that the NTT 
approach: 

 
recognised that time limits were likely to be tight where bills were complex and 
required the lodging of the case papers.  The former (i.e. the LSC approach), on 
the other hand, places emphasis on the fact that all that is now required is form 
LF1: no longer is there any need for complicated bills or case papers.  In 
addition, the CCMT has placed an extra burden on the LSC in its running of the 
Scheme.  

  
4.5 When considering whether the LSC was justified in rejecting claims in their 

entirety when they were submitted out of time without either “good reason” 
or “exceptional circumstances” the Costs Judge considered, and rejected, 
the argument that a total disallowance of the claim would represent a 
disproportionate penalty and therefore constitute “exceptional 
circumstances”: 

 
If it was known that article 6 was not imperative and that litigators would almost 
always be forgiven when total disallowance was under consideration, there would 
be little incentive for complying with article 6. The fact that that was almost 
invariably the case under the ex post facto regime when disallowance only 
occurred in cases of extreme delay, would not be a proper reason for the LSC to 
continue that practice. Timetables and deadlines are part and parcel of everyday 
life: where solicitors fail to comply, for example, with the requirements for serving 
notices under the Landlord and Tenant Act Part II, there is no way back: here, all 
that the LSC is asking  is that  litigators comply with the Article. For professional 
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firms, it should not be too much to expect that they should do so within the three 
months allowed.  

 
4.6 Having concluded that, in some circumstances, it is not unreasonable to 

disallow a claim in its entirety as a result of out of time submission, the 
Costs Judge provided guidance on how the LSC should treat cases that 
are submitted out of time without “good reason”: 

 
I agree in principle with XXXX that the length of the delay and the amount of 
money involved are capable of being exceptional circumstances. However, if that 
be right, it does not automatically follow  there is therefore a hard and fast rule 
that so many days late results in a disallowance of £x, but  if the sum involved 
exceeds £y, the reduction  should be capped at  £z .   

 
4.7 Rather than addressing “exceptional circumstances” arguments by 

adopting a rigid framework for imposing financial penalties where claims 
are submitted out of time without “good reason” the Costs Judge has 
directed the LSC to assess these claims on a case-by-case basis: 
 
It follows that I consider that each case must turn on its own facts and must be 
looked at on an individual basis; it is not possible to deal with the appeals before 
me by creating a tariff in the sense that one month late might not attract any 
penalty, but that two months would do so, depending on the sum in question or 
the size of the litigator firm.  This would also apply to appeals is under the 
Advocates’ graduated fee scheme  where total disallowance might bear more 
heavily on a junior counsel at the start of his or her career than a Leader with 
many years in practice. 
 

4.8 Therefore, litigators and advocates who submit claims out of time without 
“good reason” should provide an explanation as to the impact on them of a 
total disallowance of fees for the specific case. The amount of detail need 
not be equivalent to that provided when asking for payments to be 
expedited on hardship grounds but must be sufficient to enable the 
Determining Officer to understand the impact of any decision to disallow or 
reduce fees. The Determining Officer may, in addition to considering the 
imposition of a financial penalty, share the information provided with the 
relevant Contract Manager if there is cause for concern. 

 
 
 


